
Spec     
(mm)

Rated voltage 
(V~)

Rated 
frequency (Hz)

Input power 
(W)

Air delivery 
(CFM)

Spec        
(Phase)

Rotating speed 
(r/min)

200 120 60 150 882 Single 2800

250 120 60 320 1517 Single 2800

300 120 60 520 2117 Single 2800

400 120 60 1200 3177 Single 2800

450 120 60 1700 4411 Single 2800

SIZE (mm) A B C D E
200 290 248 200 220 295
250 290 248 250 270 350
300 358 248 300 320 405
400 465 205 410 435 470
450 460 205 450 480 520

     It is essential to ensure that rotating parts have come completely to rest before maintenance 
     work commences. 

   advantages such as: powerful wind-flow, low heat output, energy efficiency,  easy transportation,

      while it is running, and contact professional personnel for maintenance. 
●  Ambient temperature limits: -10℃  min.+40℃  max. 
●  Please do not use the Fan in the place where the explosive or flammable substances, dust or 
     gas are stored. 

●  Before use, please check if the voltage and frequency marked on the nameplate conform to that 
     of local power supply.
●  The Fan must be storage in the clean and dry environment and make sure without shaking.
     While operating, the Fan should not be adjusted or moved. 
●  Please turn off the Fan immediately in case of any abnormal noise nor ther abnormal situation

2. EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS

3.OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

●  Maintenance work should not be attempted before first switching off and isolating the Fan. 

 PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE OPERATION!
          F5 portable ventilation fan by DL Wholesale combine strength and quality  into one through
   the use of sturdy,durable steel, top-tier quality bearings! F5  portable ventilation fan  feature 

   also features a sturdy, protecttive steel guard for safety. F5 Fans are meant for industrial use only.
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